
Sample 1 from Arabic to English 

Sample 2 from Arabic to English 

 

Referring to you above mentioned case to do as follows : 

1. Filing the statements of both above mentioned plaintiff and defendant and inquiry about 

detail of incident with submitting all supporting evidences translated into Arabic legally. 

2. Sending to RTA a letter to provide the copy of transferring letter for vehicle Toyota Yaris 

white color with chassis Number JTDKW9D31ED546984, from Dubai traffic police to Um 

Ul Queen, importantly by revealing the name of person who submitted the transaction and all 

necessary documents which was attached. 

3. Re-submission the papers to Public Prosecutor Office with render an opinion file to make 

judgment in case without any submission of F.I.R after execution as requested. 

Thank you for your cooperation 

 

 

Having reviewed the above-mentioned claim’s papers and evidence reports, we decided 

administrative order for conserving the case due to no offense, plaintiff should be orientated to civil 

justice for jurisdiction, with a declaration for concerned people. 
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Sample 3 from Arabic to English 

 

Question: What are you saying about what you have charged with? 

Answer: It was reported that plaintiff sold me the vehicle subject of complaint and I bought it with 

a value of 12000 UED, on prior agreement between us, complainant receipted the amount and 

assigned the ownership for me, then the vehicle was registered to my name at Al Qusais branch of 

vehicle registration office on 05/03/2018, due the mechanical problems in vehicle I could not 

complete the process of transferring in same day, after that I pay for repairing of vehicle and then 

transferred it to my name, I surprised to know that complainant contacted me to recover the vehicle, 

I refused it because he  himself had sold me it, that is all happened. 

Question: Do you have any evidence or witness to prove whatever you have said? 

Answer: No. 

Question: Where is the possession certificate that proves to transfer of vehicle to your name? 

Answer: attached herewith. 

Question: Do you have previous issues between you two? 

Answer: No, it is all I have. 

 


